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Javier Barahona, Power Project Expert, Joins IMP, Latin America

The international power project expert is joining IMP's Latin American Division in Miami.
Mr. Barahona's specific project expertise and leadership capabilities will further enhance
an already prolific power generation equipment sales team.
Burbank, California, June 10, 2014 - Industrial Motor Power Corporation announced the
hiring of Javier Barahona as its Director of International Sales. Mr. Barahona is a proven
leader in the Power Projects Sector, having generated over $400 million in gross revenues
in the sale of power projects and more than 500 megawatts of power.
A veteran of the power generation industry, and specifically International Power Projects,
Mr. Barahona's strength lies in his ability to identify specific power production
opportunities, assess their viability, and provide appropriate solutions. This proficiency is
further enhanced by his aptitude in contract negotiations, individual project management,
and ability to determine the financial or practical feasibility of individual ventures.
A professional with more than 15 years of experience, Mr. Barahona is a graduate of the
Universidad de Los Andes, receiving a degree in Mechanical Engineering. He also holds an
MS in Finance from Florida International University. He has spent time with Caterpillar, and
its associated companies, working in the past decade in engineering, marketing, and sales
roles for GECOLSA, CAT Corporate, and SoEnergy International.
Nicholas Nadjarian, Chief Executive Officer of IMP, when asked about the hiring's
significance offered: "Having worked with Javier in the past, we are excited to have him on
our team. His experience in the Power Projects Sector is unparalleled and will benefit both
our vendors and our clients. I look forward to working closely with him to increase the
productivity of our business and its effectiveness around the world."
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IMP is one of the largest independent suppliers of new, surplus, and used power
equipment in the world. The company specializes in providing quality diesel, natural gas,
and turbine power equipment worldwide. Operating in the power generation market for
more than 40 years, IMP is both an inventory owner and supply chain manager of
generators, engines, and accessories.
Please visit http://www.impcorporation.com/news for more information, news and related
data about IMP. If you have further questions, please direct inquiries via email to the
public relations department directly at marketing@impcorporation.com, or contact us
directly by telephone at (323) 268-3380.
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